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Abstract 
Lee, K.Y. and M.H. Woo, The G-sequence and the o-homology of a CW-pair, Topology and its 
Applications 52 (1993) 221-236. 
We introduce the G-sequences which consist of the evaluation subgroups of the homotopy 
groups in the homotopy sequence of a CW-pair and give some conditions for the G-sequences to 
be exact. That is, if the inclusion i: A + X is homotopic to a constant map or has a left 
homotopy inverse, then the G-sequence of (X, A) is exact. We also show the existence of a 
nonexact G-sequence and introduce the o-homology defined by the G-sequence of a CW-pair 
and the w-homology of a CW-triple. 
Keywords: G-sequence; Evaluation subgroup; Relative evaluation subgroup; o-homology. 
AMS CMOS) Subj. Class.: 55P45. 
1. Introduction 
Gottlieb [1,21 studied the subgroups G,(X) of ?T,(X). These subgroups are the 
image of w* : rJXx, lx> -3 5-JX, x,1, where w : Xx --f X is the evaluation map. 
Only a few G,(X) are known despite the fact that several authors have studied 
and generalized G,(X). In [4,_5], the authors introduced subgroups G,(X, A) and 
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GF’(X, A) of 7,$X> and rJX, A) respectively and showed that they fit together 
into a sequence 
jr . . . - G;;‘,( X, A) 2 G,(A) 3 G,(X, A) ____+. . . . 
J* Gp’( X, A) 2 G,(A) I* G’(X, A) 
where i,, j, and a are restrictions of the usual homomorphisms of the homotopy 
sequence 
IL . . . - Tn+‘nll(X, A) L 7JA) 1* 7T,(X) - ... 
I* 
- rz(X, A) L 5TTT1(A) --f-L 71(X). 
Here we extend the concept of the G-sequence in [51 by adding three terms 
Gp’(X, A), G,(A) and G,(X, A). That is, 
. . . I* Gf$( X, A) --f--+ G,(A) 5 G,(X, A) __, . . . 
I* Gy'(X, A) L G,(A) 1* G,(X, A). 
We showed it was exact when i : A +X has a left homotopy inverse and it is still 
exact in the extended definition. In this paper, we will show the G-sequence is 
exact when i is homotopic to a constant map. This has as a consequence that 
GF’(Sn, SnP1) # 0 for all n. Especially, GF’(Sn, SnA1) = Z if n is odd and 
GF’(V, Sn-‘> = TJS”, SnP1) = Z @Z when II = 2, 4, 8. Now Gp’(X, A) has a 
very natural definition in [5] which is the natural generalization of G,(X). In 
Lemma 3.1 we show that GF’(X, A) is also w,m(XA, AA, i). This leads to a 
conceptually easier proof that the G-sequence is a sequence than the proof on [5, 
pp. 155-1561. 
This leads to the following idea. In general the G-sequence is not exact because 
there is an example for a non-exact G-sequence in Theorem 3.4. But the G-se- 
quence of a pair is a half-exact sequence, that is, the composition of two adjacent 
homomorphisms is zero. Thus we can think of the G-sequence as a chain complex. 
When the G-sequence is exact, this complex is acyclic. Let us call the homology of 
this complex the w-homology. We know that the w-homology is trivial if i : A +X 
has a left homotopy inverse or i is homotopic to a constant map. Also we know 
that the w-homology is trivial when (X, A) is a pair of H-spaces. When X is 
aspherical, then we know that the o-homology is trivial for higher dimensions. So 
we can relate the relative evaluation subgroups of a pair (X, A) with the absolute 
evaluation subgroups of A. We also show that a map between pairs with a right 
homotopy inverse induces a homomorphism on o-homology and show the exis- 
tence of a nontrivial o-homology. At present we know very little about w-ho- 
mology. We do not yet have an example of a pair with nontrivial o-homology for 
higher dimensions, although we certainly believe that they exist. It is unknown 
whether any graded group is realized by the o-homology of some pair (X, A). 
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2. Definitions and notations 
In this paper, all spaces are finite connected CW-complexes, all topolgical pairs 
are CW-pairs and all subspaces mentioned contain the same base point as their 
total spaces. We denote by [AA] the subspace of the function space XA consisting 
of TEXT such that f(A)cA. Since [AAl is homeomorphic to AA, we use AA 
instead of [AA]. Let us take x0 as the base point of X and its subspaces. Let I” be 
the n-dimensional cube, let 31” be its boundary and let J”-’ be the union of all 
n - 1 faces of I” except for the initial face. We use the same notation o for the 
evaluation maps of Xx and XA into X at the base point x0 and use i as the 
inclusion map. And we use Xx and XA as the path components of the function 
spaces Xx and XA containing 1, and i respectively. 
Here we recall the definitions of the evaluation subgroups G,(X), the general- 
ized evaluation subgroups G,(X, A) of the homotopy groups T,JX) and the 
relative evaluation subgroups GT”(X, A) of the relative homotopy groups 
r,JX, A) for a CW-pair (X, A) in [2,4,51. There are two equivalent definitions for 
each of these subgroups. 
Definition 2.1. GJX, x0> = w * (r,,(Xx, 1,)) = {[fl E m(X) I3 map H : X X I” - 
X such that [H I xoxI~l = [fl and H I xxu = 1, for u E 31”) for IZ 2 1 121. 
Definition 2.2. G,(X, A, x0) = w * (rn(XA, i)) = {[fl E r,JX> I3 map H : A X I” 
-+X such that [H I xoxIn] = [f] and H I A xu = i for u E N”} for n 2 1 [4]. 
Definition 2.3. GF’(X, A, x,) = w*r,(XA, AA, i> = {[fl E r,JX, A) 13 map 
H: (X x I”, A x aZ”> + (X, A) such that [H I x,,xlnl = if1 and H I xxu = 1, for 
u EJ”-i) for n > 2 [51. 
We leave the base points out of the notations for the homotopy groups and the 
evaluation subgroups when the simplification will not lead to confusion. In Lemma 
3.1, we will show that two cases of Definition 2.3 are equivalent. Such continuous 
maps H in the above definitions are called affiliated maps with trace H I x,,xln. 
3. The exact G-sequences and w-homology 
Consider the evaluation map o : XA -+X given by w( f > = f(x,>, then w induces 
a homomorphism w* : ,rr,(XA, AA, i) --+ TJX, A, x0>. The following lemma shows 
that the image of w* is the relative evaluation subgroup G,R”‘(X, A). 
Lemma 3.1. Zf (X, A) is a CW-pair, then Gf”‘(X, A) = w,(~,,(x~, AA, i)) for 
n 2 1. 
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Proof. Let LY be an arbitrary element of ,rr,(XA, AA, i) for II > 1. Then (Y is 
represented by a map f : (I”, aZ”, JnP1> + (XA, AA, i). Let F : A x I” +X be a 
map given by F(x, u> =f(u)(x). Then F(A X aZ”> CA and F(x, u) =x for all 
x EA and u E.Z”-‘. Define 
G:XxZ”-‘xlu(Axz”-luxxaz”-l)xz+x 
by 
G(n, U, S) = F(x, u, s), 
( 
x, if x EX, u EZ”-l, s = 1, 
if x=A, UEZ”-~, SEZ, 
X, if x EX, u E azn-l, s EZ. 
This is well defined and continuous. Since (XX In-‘, A X I”-’ UX X aZn-‘) is a 
CW-pair, there exists an extension c : X X I” +X of G by the absolute homotopy 
extension property. Then 
G(A x azn) = G(A x azn) =F(A x azn) GA. 
Next, we have 
G(x,, u) = of(u) 
for all u E I” and 
G(x, U) =x 
for all x EX and u ~z”-r. Thus c: (X x Z”, A x al”) + (X, A) is an affiliated 
map with trace uf. 
Conversely, let [g] be an element of r,JX, A) such that there is an affiliated 
map 
G:(XxZ”, kt xazn) +(X, A) 
such that [G I x,,xIm ] = [g] and G(x, U) =x for all x EX and u E.Z”-‘. Let F = 
Gl Axln : A x I” +X be the restriction of G to A X I”. Define f : In + XA by 
f(u)(x) = F(x, u). Then 
f(azy CAP 
and 
f(u)(x) = F(x, u) =x 
for all x EA and u e.Z”-l. Thus [f I is an element in r,jXA, AA, i> such that 
o * ([ f 1) = [wf ] = [g]. This completes the proof of the lemma. 0 
We can define naturally G,(A) = w * (q(AA, l,J), G,(X, A) = w * (r,(X“$ z)) 
and Gp’(X, A) = w * (rr(X A, AA, i)). Notice that Gp’(X, A) need not be a 
group. AISO, since we are assuming that A and X are connected, G,(A) and 
G,(X, A) are sets with a single element and will be denoted by *. 
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Theorem 3.2. G,(A), GJX, A) and Gp’(X, A) from a sequence: 
I* 
. . . __) G,R+e$(X, A) -% G,(A) I, G,(X, A) - . . . 
J* Gf”(X, A) L G,(A) 1* G,(X, A). 
Proof. The evaluation map o :(XA, AA> +(X, A) gives rise to the following 
commutative ladder of the homotopy groups: 
... + 57-&iA) 2 5TJXA) 2 %-JXA, AA) 4 %-&AA) + . . . 
. . . 4 %-JA) I* TJX) 5 7Tn(X, A) A T-n-1(A) -+ ... 
By the fact G,(A) = w,r,J,(AA), we have I’,(G,(A)) = i,w,r,JAA) = 
~*i,.sr,(A’? c o,r,JXA) = GJX, A). Similarly, we have j,(G,(X, A)) c 
G?‘(X, A) and a(Gp’(X, A)) c G,-,(A). Thus G,(A), G,(X, A) and 
GFe’(X, A) form a sequence. q 
This sequence is called the G-sequence. In general, the G-sequence is not exact. 
Before we give an example of a nonexact G-sequence, we introduce the following 
lemma. 
Lemma 3.3. Let (X, A) be a CW-pair. If X is aspherical, then XA is also aspherical 
and w * is an isomorphism from r ,(XA, i) onto the centralizer of i .+ (TIC A, x0)) in 
r,(X, x0>. This also implies that w.+ : r,(XA, i> + r,(X, x0) is a monomorphism. 
Proof. See [3, Lemma 21. 0 
Theorem 3.4. There is an example of a nonexact G-sequence. 
Proof. Let A = S’ V S’ and X = B* V S’. Consider the commutative diagram 
AA i xA 
A-X 
i 
where i(g) = ig for g =AA. This gives rise to an exact ladder 
+ ri( AA) r-T, rI(XA) 2 rl( XA, AA) 2 rO( AA) 4 
- r,(A) -% TV i, rl(X, A) L To(A) - 
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By Lemma 3.3, w * : rl(XA) + n-,(X> is a monomorphism. Since i : A +X induces 
an epimorphism i * : F2( = TJA)) + Z, j, is the constant map, where F2 is a free 
group generated by two generators. And r&IA) = * = r,(A) because AA and A 
are connected. Furthermore, since r,(AA) is isomorphic to the center of r,(A) by 
Lemma 3.3, we have r,(AA) = 0. So by the exactness, J, is bijective. Since 
rl(XA) is isomorphic to the centralizer of i,rri(A) in r,(X), rr,(XA) is isomor- 
phic to Z. Therefore, we have the following diagram 
‘* I* a 
-o+z+z-*- 
-F i*zz*-*- a 2 
Thus the G-sequence of the pair (X, A) is 
. . . +o-zd*----A* - *. 
This sequence is not exact. Cl 
In [l], Gottlieb showed that G,(X) is contained in the center of v,(X). 
Theorem 3.5. Let (X, A) be a CW-pair. Then G,R”‘(X, A) is contained in the center 
of r2(X, A). 
Proof. Let [f] E G,R”‘(X, A) and [g] E z-,(X, A). It is sufficient to show [f][g] = 
[g][f]. Since [f] E Gp’(X, A), there exists an affiliated map 
H:(XxZ2, Axaz2) - (XT A) 
such that [H I x,x~zl =IfI and H( x, u) =x for all x E X and u E J’. Since (X, A) 
is a CW-pair, we may assume H(x,, u) =f(u> for all u E Z2. Define a homotopy 
G:(zZxz, az2xz, J’XZ) - (X, A, x,,) 
by 
H(g(2t,(l -s), t2), (2t,s, f2)), if 0 <f, < $, 
G((t,, t2), s) = 
I 
H(g(’ - (2 - 2t,)s, tz), ((2 - 2t,)s + 2t, - 1, tz)), 
if+ <t,<l. 
This is well defined and continuous. Since 
G((k tz)> 0) = (g * f)(ti, t2) 
and 
G((t,> tz)r 1) = (f * g)(tl, tz) 
for (tl, t2) E Z2, we have [glifl = [fl[gl. 0 
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The G-sequence of a CW-pair is a half exact sequence, that is, the composition 
of two adjacent homomorphisms is zero. Thus we can think of the G-sequence 
‘” + II . . * 2 G,R+eii( X, A) 2 G,(A) i= G,( X, A) + . . . 
ii 
- Gy’(X, A) a’ G,(A) 5 Go(X, A) 
as a chain complex. 
Definition 3.6. If (X, A) is a CW-pair, the w-homology 
I%(X, A) = {Iq,“l(XT A), &x,(X, A)7 K?(XY A)}n,, 
of (X, A) is defined to be 
H:,“i( X, A) = Kernel of j”,f’/Image of i’!!+‘, 
H,‘“, i( X, A) = Kernel of 3” +’ /Image of jY!+‘, 
H,““( X, A) = Kernel of i: /Image of a”!+i 
for n 2= 0. 
The w-homology groups H,“(X, A) = {H,g,“l(X, A), H,‘“,,(X, A), H,““‘(X, A)} 
are abelian groups for n > 1, Hf”(X, A) is a group, H,YX, A) is a quotient set 
and H,““(X, A) is just one point. By the definition, the w-homology of a CW-pair 
is trivial if and only if its G-sequence is exact. Let A = S ’ V S’ and X = B* V S’. 
Then we have Hf”(X, A) = Z by Theorem 3.4. Therefore there is an example of a 
nontrivial w-homology. 
Now we show a condition for the o-homology to be trivial. In [5], we showed the 
G-sequence of (X, A) is exact when the inclusion map i : A +X has a left 
homotopy inverse. Now we show this result is also true in the extended definition. 
Theorem 3.7. Let (X, A) be a CW-pair. If the inclusion map i : A +X has a left 
homotopy inverse, then the w-homology of (X, A) is trivial. 
Proof. In [51, we showed that the following sequence is exact: 
. . . - G,R+e’i( X, A) - G,(A) - G,(X, A) - +a. 
- Gp’( X, A) - G,(A) - G,(X, A). 
Moreover, we know that G,(A) = * = G,,(X, A). Thus it is sufficient to show that 
the G-sequence is exact at G,(X, A) and Gp’(X, A). Consider the following 
commutative diagram 
I* 
- rri( AA) 1* z-~( X”) 2 rl(XA, AA) -% * - * 
- G,(A) i, 
a ‘* 
G,(X, A) ‘_T, Gp’(X, A) - * - * 
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Since i has a left homotopy inverse, we have 
~,(G,(A))=~,(T~(A))~G,(X, A) =Kerj, nG,(X, A) 
= Ker(j, I G,(x,A)) 
by [5, Lemma lo]. Thus the G-sequence is exact at G,(X, A). Since 2 = *, J, is 
surjective. So j, I G,(x,A) is surjective. Therefore, the G-sequence is exact at 
Gp’(X, A). q 
Let B” be the n-dimensional ball and S”-’ the boundary of B”. Then the 
inclusion map i : S”-’ + B” does not have a left homotopy inverse, but the pair 
(B”, SnP1) has the trivial o-homology [7]. We will generalize this result. 
Let us consider the homotopy sequence 
I* 
. . . - rrn+i(X, A) L 5TJA) 1* T”(X) - ... 
I* 
- 71.1(X, A) L To(A) 5 ~cl(X) 
of a CW-pair (X, A). If the inclusion i : A +X is homotopic to a constant map, 
then i, is the O-homomorphism. Thus the connecting homomorphism a is an 
epimorphism. This is also true for the G-sequence of a CW-pair (X, A). 
Lemma 3.8. Let (X, A) be a CW-pair. Zf the inclusion i : A + X is homotopic to a 
constant map, then a(Gp’(X, A)) = G,_,(A) for n > 1. 
Proof. Since i : A +X is homotopic to a constant map, the inclusion E: AA + XA 
is homotopic to a constant map. Consider the homotopy sequence 
. . . + rn(XA, AA, i) 3 T~_~(A~, i) 2 T~_~(X~, i) 4 ... 
of the triplet (XA, AA, i), then i* is the O-homomorphism and hence 3 is an 
epimorphism. Since the following diagram 
,rr,(XA, AA, i) L rn-JAA, i) 
commutes, we have 
a(~,Rei(X, A)) =a(o,(rJXA, AA, i))) 
=ti,(a(~,JX~, AA, i))) 
=u,(T~_,(A~, i)) 
= G,_,(A). 0 
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Lemma 3.9. Let (X, A) be a CW-pair. If the inclusion i : A +X is homotopic to a 
constant map, then G,,(X, A) = T,,(X) for n 2 0. 
Proof. Since X is connected, rO(X) = G,(X, A) = *. Let the inclusion map 
i : A -+X be homotopic to the constant map cxO : A +x0 E X. Since GJX, A) c 
TJX), it is sufficient to show that rr,JX) c G,(X, A) for n > 1. Let a E rr,JX) 
and f : (I”, aZn) + (X, x0) be a representative of LY. Since the inclusion i : A -+X 
is homotopic to c,~, there exists a homotopy H : A X Z +X such 
H(x, 1) =x, H( x, 0) =x0 and H(x,, t) =x0 
forallxEAandtEZ.DefineK:AX~Z”XZUAXZ”XO-+X 
K(x, u, t) = 
H(x, t), if XEA, UE~Z”, tEZ, 
f(u), if xEA, UEZ”, t=O. 
that 
by 
This is well defined and continuous since H(x, 0) =x0 =f(u) for all x E A and 
u E aZ”. Since (A x Z”, A x al”) is a CW-pair, there exists an extension Z? : A X I” 
x Z 4 X of K by the absolute homotopy extension property. Define F : A X I” + X 
by 
F(x, u) =K(x, u, l), 
then F(x, u) =x for all x: EA and u E aZ”. Let g = F I x,xln. Then F is an 
affiliated map with trace g. Thus [g] E GJX, A). Since g is homotopic to f 
relative to aZ” by the homotopy Z? I +P~I, we have (Y = [fl= [gl E GJX, A). 
0 
Theorem 3.10. Let (X, A) be a CW-pair. Zf the inclusion i : A -+X is homotopic to 
a constant map, then the o-homology of (X, A) is trivial. 
Proof. Consider the following commutative ladder 
... + rE(A) i, ?rJX) i* rrJX, A)2 T~_~(A) + ... 
... + G,(A) + G,(X, A) + Gfe’(X, A) + G,_,(A) + ... 
for n & 1. Since the inclusion i : A +X is homotopic to a constant map, i * is the 
O-homomorphism and hence j, is a monomorphism. Thus, i * I G,(A) is the O-ho- 
momorphism and j, I c,cx, Aj is a monomorphism. By Lemma 3.8, a I G,R”I(X, A) is an 
epimorphism. Thus the lower sequence on the commutative ladder is exact at 
G,, ,(X, A) and G,(A) for n 2 0. We must show that the G-sequence is exact at 
Gp’(X, A) for n 2 1. It is clear that 
image of j, IG,(X,A) c kernel of a&_-,(x,A). 
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By Lemma 3.9, we have 
kernel of a I G,R”(x,A) c kernel of a =j, (rr,J X)) 
=j, (G,(X, A)) = image of j* 1 G,(X,A), 
Thus the w-homology of (X, A) is trivial. 0 
Corollary 3.11. The w-homology of (X, A) is trivial ifX or A is contractible. 
Example. If we identify Sk with {(x,, . . . , xi,. . . , x,+~) ES” 1 xi = 0 for i > k + l} 
for k < n, then the inclusion map i : Sk + S” is homotopic to a constant map. By 
Theorem 3.10, (Sn, Sk) has the trivial w-homology for II > k > 0. 
Since rk(Sn, SnW1) = 0 for 1 < k < n, we have Gp’(Sn, Snpl) = 0. By exactness of 
the G-sequence of (Sn, Sn-‘), we can estimate Gce’(Sn, S”-‘> as follows: 
Theorem 3.12. Let n > 1 be an integer. Then Gpl(Sn, S”-l) Z 0 for all n. Espe- 
cially , 
Gr’( S”, Snpl) = 2 ifn is odd 
and 
G,Re’(S”,S”-l)=~~(S”,S”-l)~ZZZ ifn=2,4,8. 
Proof. By Lemma 3.8 and 3.9 and Theorem 3.10, we have the following commuta- 
tive ladder 
0 -+ G,(S”, S,-l) 2 Gfe’(S”, S-l) 3 G,_,(S”-‘) 2 0 
0 - n-*(P) i, Tn(S”, F-l) L q_,(S”-‘) r* 0 
such that each row is a short exact sequence. 
Since G,(S”, Snpl) = rrJS”) z Z, we have Gp’(Sn, Snel) # 0 for all n 2 2. If n 
is odd, then G,_‘(S”-l) = 0[2]. By exactness of the top row at GnRel(Sn, Snpl), 
Gfe’( S”, S,-l) is isomorphic to Z. 
If n is 2, 4, or 8, then G,_‘(S”-l) = T~_‘(S~-~) =Z. It remains to show that 
Gfe’(Sn, S”- ‘) = rJSn, S”- ‘) for n = 2, 4, 8. If we consider the following commu- 
tative ladder 
0 -+ G,(S”, Y--l) 2 Gy’(S”, S-l) 2 G,_‘(S”-‘) + 0 
i* 
0 - TJY) - TJS”, s-l> L %-_‘(Y-‘) + 0 
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then for n = 4, 8, we have Gfe’(Sn, ,,-l> =r,,(Sn, ,,-l) by the short Five 
Lemma. For 12 = 2, we can show GF’(Sn, Sn-‘) = r,JSn, Sn-‘) by the same way 
as the proof of the short Five Lemma. 0 
Theorem 3.13. Let X be aspherical. Then G,R,“‘,(X, A) is isomorphic to G,(A) for 
n 2 2 and hence H,“(X, A) = (Hi,“JX, A), H,‘“,,(X, A), H,“YX, AN is trkkdfor 
n 2 2. Furthermore, if the inclusion map i : A -+ X is homotopic to the constant map, 
then G,R”‘(X, A) is also isomorphic to G,(A). 
Proof. Since X is aspherical, XA is also aspherical and hence we have the 
following commutative diagram: 
0 - rn+i(XA, AA) “, .rr,(AA) - 0 
for II 2 2. By commutativity of the diagram, we have 
G,(A) =w,+rn+,(XA, AA )) =aw&+,+I(XA, AA)) =a(G:::(X, A 
Thus G,R,“‘,(X, A) is isomorphic to G,(A) for n > 2. Furthermore, if the inclusion 
map i : A +X is homotopic to the constant map, then we have the exact G-se- 
quence: 
I* . . . + G2( X, A) I* Gp’(X, A) L G,(A) 
l* 
- G,( X, A) I* . . . . 
Since X is aspherical, we have G,(X, A) = 0 and hence a is a monomorphism. By 
Lemma 3.8, a is an epimorphism. Therefore Gp’(X, A) is isomorphic to G,(A). 
0 
If (X, A) is a CW-pair of H-spaces, its G-sequence is just the homotopy 
sequence (see [7, Theorem 21). 
Theorem 3.14. If (X, A) ES a CW-pair of H-spaces, then the w-homology of (X, A) 
is trivial. 
In general, a map between pairs does not induce a homomorphism on w-ho- 
mology. Now we give a condition for a map between pairs to induce a homomor- 
phism on w-homology in the following theorem. 
The following theorem can be proved by [4, Theorem 3.21 and [5, Theorem 61. 
Here we give another proof. 
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Theorem 3.15. A map between CW-pairs with a right homotopy inverse induces a 
homomorphism on w-homology. 
Proof. Let f:(X, A) + (Y, B) be a map with right homotopy inverse g. Then we 
may assume that g(f(x,)) =x0 b ecause (Y, B) is a CW-pair. Define F : (XA, AA) 
+ (YB, BB) by F(h) =fhg I B, then F is a continuous map and the following 
diagram 
n-,(XA, AA, i> 5 rJYB, BB, fg I B) 
I 
W* 
I 
w* 
T,@, A, x0) f rnTT,(Y, B, f(x,$ * 
commutes, where g I B is a restriction of g on B. From this diagram, we have 
f*(G,R”‘(X, A, ~0)) c+(rn(YB, BB, fg I B)). 
It is sufficient to show that w,(r,JYB, BB, fg I B)) = GF’(Y, B, f&J). Since 
i, fgl B : B + Y are homotopic and fg I B(f(~o)) =f(xJ = i(f(x,)), there is a path 
(Y from fg I B to i in BB and hence O(Y is a loop at f(x,.J in B. Thus we have the 
following commutative diagram 
%I 
,rr,(YB, BB, i) + ,rr,(Y? BB, fg 1 B) 
I 
** 
I 
WY 
r,$Y, B, f&J> h[ T,JY, B, f&J> 
WOI 
where h,,, and h,,,, are isomorphisms. From this diagram, we obtain 
w,(rn(YB, BB, fg 1 B)) =hL,al(G,Re’(K B, f(d)) 
= GIP”‘(K B, f(4) 
because h,,,, is the identity map on GF’(Y, B, f(x,,)) see [7, Theorem 11. 
Similarly, we have f,(G,(AN L G,(B) and f,(G,(X, A)) L GJY, B). Thus f 
induces a chain map from the G-sequence of (X, A) to the G-sequence of (Y, B). 
Thus f induces a homomorphism from the w-homology of (X, A) to the w-ho- 
mology of (Y, B). 0 
A triple (X, A, B) is called a CW-triple if (X, A), (X, B) and (A, B) are 
CW-pairs. It is well known that the homotopy sequence 
. . . + T,JA, B) 5 TJX, B) i, rTz(X, A) 
a, 
- T~_,(A, B) - ... 
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of a triple (X, A, B) is exact, where the boundary operator a, : rn(X, A) -+ 
rn-,(A, B) is defined as the composite T~(X, A)+T~_‘(A)--+T~_‘(A, I?). A 
space X satisfying G,(X) = TV for all IZ is called a G-space [8]. 
Lemma 3.16. Let (X, A, B) be a CW-triple. If A is a G-space and the inclusion 
i : A +X is homotopic to a constant map, then we have 
i.(Gp’(A, B)) cG,R”‘(X, B) forn > 1, 
j*(Gp’(X, B)) cG~‘(X, A) forn > 1 
and 
a,(Gp’(X, A))cG$?~(A, B) forn>2. 
Proof. Consider the following commutative diagram 
(AB, BB, i) i (XB, BE, i) 
I w I 0 
(A, B, x,) -y- GY, B, x,) 
then we have the commutative diagram 
r”(AB, BB, i) A rJXB, BB i , 1 
I 
W* 
I 
W* 
r&4, B, x,) i,- TJX, B, x,J 
Using the above diagram, we obtain 
i,(Gp’(A, B)) =i*w*(r,JAB, BB, i)) 
=w*~,(T~(A~ BB, i)) 
cGnR”‘(X, B).’ 
Next, we show that j,(G,R”‘(X, B)) c G:“‘(X, A). Since A is a G-space and 
the inclusion i: A +X is homotopic to a constant map, (X, A) has the exact 
G-sequence, G,(X, A) = TJX) and G,(A) = TJA). Thus, we have the following 
commutative ladder 
1, 
0 - 55-J X) j, r,z(X, A) a - T_,(A) - 0 
0 5 G,(X, A) 3 Gp’(X, A) L G,-,(A) - 0 
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That Gp’(X, A) = ~~sr,(X, A) is clear and hence j,(G,R”‘(X, B)) c Gp’(X, A). 
Finally, we will show a,(Gp’(X, A)) c G,R”‘&4, B). Since the boundary opera- 
tor a * : TrJX, A) + q&4, B) is defined as the composite rJX, A) 
3 rrn_,(A) 2 ~~_t(_4, B) and G,_,(A) cG,_,(A, B), we obtain 
a,(GF*(X, A)) =j*a(GF’(X, A)) 
cj*(G,-r(4) 
cG,R_e’&4, B). 0 
By Lemma 3.16, the relative evaluation subgroups Gp’(A, B), G,R”‘(X, B) and 
G,R” (X, A) make a sequence 
. 2 G,R’l(A, B) 2 G,R”‘(X,B) .?+ Gp’(X, ,L,) 41, 2 Gy’(X, A) 
I I I 1 
i* i* . . - rn(A, B) - T”(X, B) - TJX, A) -2 “’ A+ P,(X, A) 
which will be called the G-sequence of a CW-triple (X, A, B). Thus we can think 
of the G-sequence of a CW-triple (X, A, B) as a chain complex 
. . . 2 Gy’(A, B) 2 G,Re’( X, B) 2 G,R”‘(X, A) -_$ . . . 
. . . -% GP”‘(A, B) 2 Gp’( X, B) 5 Gp’(X, A). 
Definition 3.17. If (X, A, B) is a CW-triple, the w-homology 
HW*(X, A, B) = {ff,‘“,,(X, A), K”(A, B), K’“(XY B)},>l 
of (X, A, S) is defined to be 
Hi’“,,( X, A) = Kernel of a”+‘/Image of jn+‘*, 
Hjf”(A, B) =Kernel of i”,/Image of a”“,, 
H,‘“(X, B) = Kernel of j”*/Image of i”, 
for n 2 1. 
The w-homology groups H,“(X, A, B) = {Hi’“,,(X, A), HA’“(A, B), H/(X, B)) 
and Hi”(X, A) of a CW-triple (X, A, B) are Abelian groups for IZ 2 2 and 
Hi”(A, B), H[“(X, B) are quotient sets. By the definition, the w-homology of a 
CW-triple is trivial if and only if its G-sequence is exact. 
The following theorem gives a condition for a CW-triple (X, A, B) to have the 
trivial o-homology. 
Theorem 3.18. Let (X, A, B) be a CW-triple such that A is a G-space where the 
inclusion map i : A -+ X is homotopic to a constant map. If the inclusion i : B -P A k 
also homotopic to a constant map, then (X, A, B) has the trivial o-homology. 
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Proof. By Theorem 3.10, the CW-pairs (A, B), (X, B) and (X, A) have the exact 
G-sequences 
il, . . . __..__+ G,R+e’&4, B) a, G,(B) 11* G,(A, B) ... 
.II* Gp’(A, B) a, G,(B) II* G,(A, B), 
i2 * . . . + G,R+e’r(X, B) a, G,(B) 2 G,(X, B) ... 
Jz* GP”‘( X, B) --% G,(B) 2 G,(X, B) 
and 
i3 * . . . + G,f!$X, A) A G,(A) i3* G,(X, A) *. . 
i3 * 
- GP"'(X, A) 2 G,(A) -% G,(X, A). 
By Lemma 3.16, the triple (X, A, B) has the G-sequence 
. . . \ GF’(A, B) I* GnR"'(X, B) I* Gp'(X, A) 
a* - . ..- Gp’(X, A). 
By Lemma 3.9, we have G,(X, A) = G,(X, B) = rrJX). Since A is a G-space, we 
also have G,(A) = GJA, B) = TJA) for II 2 0. Thus we have the following 
commutative diagram 
‘2* 
G,(B) - 
13* 
G,,(X, A) = G,(X, B) - G,R=‘(X, A) a, GF:‘,(A, B) 
h yiy/\/ 
G&4, B) = G&I) G,““‘(x, B) G,_,(A, B)=G,_,L4) 
y lyy\/\;I 
G,R:‘,(X, A) - 
a, 
G,R”‘(A, B) - 
4 
G,-,(B) y Gn-,(X7 A) = Gn-,(X3 B) 
consisting of these four sequences arranged in the form of overlapping sin curves. 
If we chase the diagram as in the analogous situation in homology theory, we can 
easily prove that the G-sequence of (X, A, B) is exact (see [9, p. 163 or p. 2081). 
0 
Corollary 3.19. Let (X, A, B) be a CW-triple. If A is contractible, then the 
w-homology of (X, A, B) is trivial. 
Example. For 0 < I! < k <n and k = 3 or 7, the triple (Sn, Sk, S’) has the trivial 
o-homology. 
Question. At present very little is known about w-homology. We do not yet have 
an example of a pair with non-trivial w-homology for higher dimensions, although 
we certainly believe that they exist. It is unknown whether any graded group is 
realized by the w-homology of some pair (X, A). 
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